It is shown that the so-called principal function invariant, which is associated in a unitarily invariant way to operators with trace class self commutator TT* -T*T, is invariant under trace class perturbations of T and is an extension of the index of T-z to the whole plane. The connection of the principal function, under additional hypothesis, with the determination of the maximal ideal space of the C* algebra generated by T is discussed, and it is shown that the principal function, even when it takes noninteger values, plays a role in establishing the existence of invariant subspaces for T and in determining the point spectrum of T.
Index T -(b + iy) when a + i7 is not in a.ess(T), and established the result, as a completely elementary consequence of classical index results for singular integral operators, provided that strong continuity assumptions were imposed upon the coefficients that enter into a singular integral representation for T.
The general conjecture has now been affirmatively settled in two different ways. First J. W. Helton and R. Howe (11) established that a certain representing measure coming from a bilinear functional was a constant multiple of the index times planar Lebesgue measure on the components of the complement of the essential spectrum of T, and J. Pincus (5) showed that the representing measure was actually equal to the principal function times Lebesgue measure. (The precise statements are given in the remarks following Theorems 1 and 4.) Then we showed how the conjecture could be established on the basis of earlier results (4) . We give this derivation below.
It is known that the map T G is onto (19) . To any summable function there corresponds a completely non-normal operator with trace class self commutator and G as principal function. Thus the typical situation is the one in which G rarely if at all assumes integer values.
Accordingly, while it is indeed possible and useful to adapt the two-complex variable approach which originally gave rise 1952 to the principal function to the purpose of proving mild index results, by extracting only the relevant bilinear functional and bypassing the rest of the theory, we present results in this paper that seem to require stronger methods.
Elementary identities
The principal function G was defined first by means of the so-called determining function of T = U + iV. If VU -UV = (1/Tri)C, we factor C through an auxiliary coefficient Hilbert space h by setting K*SgnCK = C, J2 = Sgn C, with K*: h H, J: h h, and K: H -h.
The determining function is defined as an operator on h by setting. (11) verified that the functional L is represented by a measure.
That is, they proved that Trace[R,S] = ff{R,S}dP for some planar measure dP. They did not identify dP with G nor prove the absolute continuity of dP.
Theorem 1 implies that G is invariant under trace class perturbations of T.
L. Brown (12) has extended the validity of relation 1 above.
We turn now to a study of the polar decomposition of T and its relation to the principal function. THEOREM 2. Let 6 + iy -z = Mxe0 for fixed z = x + iy. ThenG ( =eiG) -G(6,'y).
Although G is not analytic, the combination 6 + iy occurs often enough so that we define G'(6 + i'y) = G(6,'y).
The connection between the principal function and index will be approached through the study of the perturbation problem P, --P, + D.
By a well-known result of M. G. Krein (16) , there exists a summable function 6,(X) such that det (lh + D(P, -1)-1) = expj' 62(X) dX.
The following result (which we simply quote from ref. 4) expresses the known connection between the polar principal function G,-and the phase shift bz(X). Thus, zero can be at most an isolated eigenvalue of finite multiplicity for one or both of TzTz* and Tz*TZ. Dividing by TR2 and letting R approach zero gives us at once Gc(z) = Index (T -z).
We have, therefore, proved the following statement:
THEOREM 4. With z not in the essential spectrum of T, is the spectral resolution corresponding to TzTZ*. Thus, if both TZ*TZ and TzTZ* are singular, the phase shift can not be zero or one in a positive neighborhood of zero.
But bz(A) is an integer near zero iff GzP(A,ei9) is an integer near zero, by Theorem 3 above. Hence, since the assumption that D is positive and has one dimensional range implies that GzP(A,eiG) takes values between zero and one, we have proved the following result: THEOREM 6. If T* is completely hyponormal and TT* -T*T has one dimensional range, then the essential spectrum of T consists of those points z for which G(6,'y) is not (exclusively) equal to zero or to one almost everywhere as 5 + iy ranges over a neighborhood ofz.
We can give this result a more geometric flavor if we restrict ourselves to the case that either U or V has finite spectral multiplicity, for in this case it is known that G (5, from which the principal function is easily determined (10).
Remark: Results about the essential spectrum of singular integral operators with scalar coefficients of the above type have been obtained by K. Clancey (9) We will prove this statement. Let us begin by noting that Tz has 0 for an eigenvalue iff 0 is in the point spectrum of the restriction of TZ*TZ to the Kato space, since TZ*TZ = TZTZ* on HK and the point spectrum of Tz* is empty (because of the assumption of complete hyponormality).
Thus, z will be an eigenvalue for T iff dz(-) has a point mass at zero where dMz is a positive measure defined by the If we set s2eio -, we can rewrite this condition as
The theorem follows after a translation of this result by z.
Remark: It follows from the theorem that G must be approximately continuous at an eigenvalue and take the value one. In particular, it is easily seen that if Gc dominates the characteristic function of some open set 0, then every point in 0 must be an eigenvalue for T. However, there are compact sets F with empty interior so that if we set GC = characteristic function of F, then the integral in the theorem will be finite for almost all z (with respect to area) in F. On the other hand, there are compact sets F having no interior so that the integral with G' = characteristic function of F is identically infinite for all z. Thus the point spectrum of T may be empty (see ref.
3).
Of course, if T has an eigenvalue, then T* has a nontrivial closed invariant subspace. What is quite interesting is that T* can have invariant subspaces-in fact, polar invariant subspaces, that is, subspaces invariant both for the partial isometry and the positive factors entering into the polar decomposition of T-without T having eigenvalues. Conditions for the existence of such subspaces can be given in terms of the principal function, and the two theorems below give an It is shown in ref. 4 
